Inhibitory kinetics of citric acid on beta-N-acetyl-d-glucosaminidase from prawn (Litopenaeus vannamei).
NAGase (EC.3.2.1.52) from crustaceans has the important roles in immunity, molting and digestion of chitinous foods. In this paper, the effects of citric acid on the activity of NAGase from Litopenaeus vannamei for the hydrolysis of pNP-NAG have been studied. The results showed that appropriate concentrations of citric acid could lead to reversible inhibition on NAGase and IC(50) was estimated to be 5.00 +/- 0.35 mM. Using the plots of Lineweaver-Burk, the inhibition of NAGase by citric acid belongs to competitive type, the inhibitory equilibrium constant for citric acid binding with free NAGase, K(I), is 3.26 +/- 0.25 mM. The inhibitory kinetics of citric acid on NAGase in the appropriate concentrations of citric acid has been studied using the kinetic method of substrate reaction. The time course of NAGase for the hydrolysis of pNP-NAG in the presence of different concentrations of citric acid showed that at each citric acid concentration, the rate decreased with increasing time until a straight line was approached. The results show that the inhibition of NAGase by citric acid is a slow, reversible reaction with fractional remaining activity. The microscopic rate constants are determined for the reaction on citric acid with NAGase.